
This representation is based on the long-standing experience of the PIT team with PIT technology, as well as on other HFMI methods, 
and is meant to describe the main criteria for ensuring high reproducibility.

Quality Assurance for the 
"High Frequency Hammer Peening Method" 

International "High Frequency Mechanical Impact (HFMI)" Technology 
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a) …achieves a geometrical optimization of the notch at the weld toe

b) …overlays the tensile stresses at the surface with high compressive stresses

The result is a significant enhancement of the fatigue strength or fatigue life.

A PIT treatment is just needed at the Hot-Spots of a construction.

=>

The PIT-Effect



PITEC recommend the following steps
to assure the full effect of a HFMI treatment:

➢ theoretical knowledge of fatigue causes
➢ theoretical knowledge of the PIT effect
➢ Knowing the limitations of PIT
➢ practical training of intensity test
➢ practical training for different applications

1a) A comprehensive operator training with a good sensibilization

In contrast to the quality of a weld seam, 
there are only 2 influencing parameters 

for a sustainable HFMI treatment.

The correct impact intensity
as well as the correct position of the 

treatment.

The operation of the PIT device and thus 
the treatment itself is simple. Only a lack 

of sensitization due to a lack of 
understanding of the effect itself

achieves bad treatments!
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1b) Only a comprehensive operator training achieves the required understanding for a 
sustainable treatment. Without such a sensitization the following mistakes are probably. 
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misaligned treatment

incomplete treatment remaining notch

misaligned treatment

incomplete treatment



2) PIT treatment procedure

With an operator training, the operator will learn how to treat sustainable. But such a comprehensive (one day) 
operator training cannot teach him to decide where is a hot-spot and how is it to treat. 
To know where and how he should treat, he will need a treatment procedure from the constructor and/or the
welding engineer with the following content: 

➢ treatment parameter as pneumatic preassure, frequency and the optimus PIN radius
➢ a precise definition of the areas to be treated 
➢ a clear description of the treatment to be carried out, such as to treat  the complete weld area (HEZ) flatly or 

only the weld toe. And if the weld toe, both sides or just one side.
➢ who will check the quality and what amount of documetation is needed
➢ who is responsible for feedbacks regarding bad reachability or worse weld execution

It is part of the offer of PITEC to support our customers in the creation of such treatment instructions
or to create these on behalf.
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A nondestructive testing of the induced compressive stresses isn't available till now. Therefore it is 
important to be able to verify the needed intensity of the system at any time. For that, the PITEC has 
developed a modified Almentest especially for PIT.

3) The PIT-Almentest offers a reliable verification of the current Intensity from the PIT System
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4a) Comprehensive investigations, even with hardening-profils, X-Ray diffraction or laserscan has
shown that a 100 % visuell inspection will be enough to assure the quality of a treatment if the real 

notch position is treated and the notch is completely removed.

correct

incomplete

treatment of weld toe

untreated notch => rest-notch is visible
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incomplete

4b) the visible inspection is the most important part

flat treatment of weld and heat effect zone

correct

poor area coverage => visible plateaus
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5a) The condition of the equipment
The Pin has a hardening of HRC 64 and therefore it has a low wear. Nevertheless the 

friction between PIN and PIN holder will achieve a wear with influence on the quality.

A worn pin a has a direct influence on 
the impact intensity and thus on the 
residual compressive stresses to be 

induced.

The PIT-Almentest shows the results:

encrypted Bolt = 0.345 mm
new bolt = 0.40 mm
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5b) The condition of the equipment
The influence of a worn PIN holder

A worn PIN holder has a great influence on the appearance of the 
treatment track. In the lower lane, there is still an effect, but the 
visual inspection to avoid remaining notches is significantly more 

difficult.

Therefore, please check regularly for wear and replace if necessary,
to ensure the good effect of PIT sustainably!
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6) Low or absent weld reinforcement

Generally, the firing pin is guided along the weld reinforcement and 
hence automatically hits the key notch in the weld toe centrally.
In practice, ground welds or even very low weld outlets do not allow 
this notch to be hit exactly, which also then makes it difficult to track on 
the basis of the trace. In these cases, extensive treatment from the 
centre of the weld to the centre of the HAZ is recommended. Only in 
this way can the weld toe also be definitively overlaid with compressive 
stresses.
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In such situations, feedback is to be given to the supervisor!
A well-trained and fully aware operator can recognise immediately if 

the HFMI effect is permanently compromised or avoided.

Poor execution with lack 
of fusion

Existing cracks

Subsequent heat input
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… but also “HFMI” has its limitations

…when having this kind of weld detail and/or 
load, PIT is less qualified! This because cracks 
arise from the root area.

…when having this kind of weld detail and/or 
load,  PIT is more than qualified! Because 
cracks arise at the surface.

Reduction of the PIT effect can occur, when
➢ the component after treatment is exposed to high temperatures
➢ the component after treatment is loaded in such way that stresses become near to or above the materials yield strength 

(high average stresses).

Under such circumstances the effect of the improved notch factor still will be present 
but the introduced compressive stresses could be reduced .



The reproducibility of an HFMI treatment is achieved by the fact that a constant impact intensity arrives at the component. 
Reliable HFMI processes are characterized by the fact that they ensure the impact intensity by means of a decoupling, regardless of the   

different contact pressure from the operator.

The operator should be able to check the correct impact intensity of a HFMI System at anytime after delivery.
Only such Systems which have an effective decoupling of the operator force can offer a reliable intensity test like a PIT-Almentest.

If the users will have too much influence on the intensity such an intensity test cannot achieve a satisfactory result or is not offered at all.

Furthermore, such a decoupling will achieve a low hand arm vibration factor which will be important regarding the healthy of the
operator or the reliability of a robot.

Only such operator which has got a comprehensive HMFI training can understand why a HMFI treatment will achive such a better fatigue 
life. This knowledge is important to assure the complete treatment at the correct area. Furthermore it gives them a good sensibility for a 

reliable work and give a feedback if a correct treatment wouldn‘t be possible (e.g. because of a bad reachability or a worse weld).

Residual notches must be avoided. The unfavorable combination of a maximum allowable seam elevation in connection with a 
maximum allowable notch require a more intensive treatment with a deeper treatment.

We therefore strongly advise against quality assurance only by checking the track depth using a gauge.

Different hardness profiles, which are more common in practice, also lead to different track depths without necessarily having a negative 
influence on the result. The safest way to check for residual notches is with optical aids.

… of the main points
for a good reproducibility or a sustainable quality

The reproducibility of HFMI has been proven in countless R&D projects and extensive research relating to quality assurance has shown 
that the optical control of the treatment track sufficient for completeness and removal of the remaining notch.

Summary…
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